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Why to use Pairings Why Not to use Pairings

• Very small proof sizes: one 
proof can be as small as 
128 bytes. 

• Very fast verifier: one 
verification can be as fast 
as two pairing 
computations.  

• Well standardised e.g. BN 
curves, BLS curves, MNT 
curves. 

• Relatively slow prover. 
  

• Large public parameters: 
prover sometimes stores 
over a gigabyte of data.  

• Not quantum secure. 

• Too heavy machinery for 
simple SNARKs e.g. 
proving a number is 
between 0 and 16. 



What is a Bilinear Pairing?
⟨ ⃗a , ⃗b ⟩ =

n

∑
i=1

aibi⟨ ⋅ , ⋅ ⟩ : 𝔽n × 𝔽n ↦ 𝔽

⟨ ⃗a 1 + ⃗a 2, ⃗b 1 + ⃗b 2⟩ = ⟨ ⃗a 1, ⃗b 1⟩ + ⟨ ⃗a 1, ⃗b 2⟩ + ⟨ ⃗a 2, ⃗b 1⟩ + ⟨ ⃗a 2, ⃗b 2⟩

Recall the dot product

This is bilinear because 



What is a Bilinear Pairing?

e : 𝔾1 × 𝔾2 ↦ 𝔾T

A bilinear pairing is a bilinear mapping from two groups to a third.

For SNARKs, we require that discrete log is hard in all three groups: 

g, y ∈ 𝔾1Given it is hard to find x ∈ 𝔽 such that y = gx

g, y ∈ 𝔾2Given it is hard to find x ∈ 𝔽 such that y = gx

g, y ∈ 𝔾TGiven it is hard to find x ∈ 𝔽 such that y = gx



What is a Bilinear Pairing?

e : 𝔾1 × 𝔾2 ↦ 𝔾T

A bilinear pairing is a bilinear mapping from two groups to a third.

e(g1g2, h1h2) = e(g1, h1)e(g1, h2)e(g2, h1)e(g2, h2)It is bilinear: 

e(ga+b2+c, hb+c) = e(g, h)abe(gb2+c, hb)e(g, hbc+c2)

Exercise:  True or false? 

e(ga, hb) = e(g, h)ab



What is a Bilinear Pairing?

e : 𝔾1 × 𝔾2 ↦ 𝔾T

A bilinear pairing is a bilinear mapping from two groups to a third.

e(g1g2, h1h2) = e(g1, h1)e(g1, h2)e(g2, h1)e(g2, h2)It is bilinear: 

e(ga+b2+c, hb+c) = e(g, h)abe(gb2+c, hb)e(g, hbc+c2)

Exercise:  True or false? 

e(ga, hb) = e(g, h)ab

http://www.craigcostello.com.au/pairings/PairingsForBeginners.pdf

http://www.craigcostello.com.au/pairings/PairingsForBeginners.pdf


Models of security:

Standard Model

Knowledge of 
Exponent

Random Oracle 
Model

Algebraic Group 
Model

Generic Group 
Model

• Standard model is the best 
model 

• SNARKs do not exist in the 
standard model under 
standard assumptions. 

• Unclear how random 
oracle model and 
knowledge assumptions 
relate. 



Standard Model

• Realistic model of the world 

• Depends on heuristic, falsifiable assumptions. 

• Assumptions may not hold, but if they don’t you can prove it. 

Assumption: 
Given a ∈ 𝔽p, it is hard to find 

a−1 ∈ 𝔽p such that aa−1 = 1

Euclid’s 
algorithm is efficient

Assumption is false



Example:  Encryption scheme under SXDH

• SXDH: Symmetric eXternal Diffie-Hellman assumption. 

• Falsifiable bilinear alternative to the Decisional Diffie-
Hellman assumption (DDH). 

• Can build a bilinear alternative to El-Gamal encryption.



Example:  Encryption scheme under SXDH

Assumption SXDH: 
Given ga, gb ∈ 𝔾1, cannot 

distinguish gab from random 

Public keys are given by 𝗉𝗄 = gx ∈ 𝔾1
Secret keys are given by 𝗌𝗄 = hx ∈ 𝔾2

Encrypt𝖬𝖾𝗌𝗌𝖺𝗀𝖾 ∈ 𝔾T y = random

Decrypt(c1, C2) 𝖬𝖾𝗌𝗌𝖺𝗀𝖾 = C2 ⋅ e(c1, 𝗌𝗄)−1

Security reasoning:  if adversary can distinguish encrypted 
messages, they can distinguish SXDH challenges.

(c1, C2) = (gy, 𝖬𝖾𝗌𝗌𝖺𝗀𝖾 ⋅ e(𝗉𝗄, h)y)



Example:  Exercise - show that decryption is correct.
Public keys are given by 𝗉𝗄 = gx ∈ 𝔾1
Secret keys are given by 𝗌𝗄 = hx ∈ 𝔾2

Encrypt𝖬𝖾𝗌𝗌𝖺𝗀𝖾 ∈ 𝔾T y = random

Decrypt(c1, C2) 𝖬𝖾𝗌𝗌𝖺𝗀𝖾 = C2 ⋅ e(c1, 𝗌𝗄)−1

(c1, C2) = (gy, 𝖬𝖾𝗌𝗌𝖺𝗀𝖾 ⋅ e(𝗉𝗄, h)y)



Example:  Advanced Exercise - prove CPA security under SXDH.

Public keys are given by 𝗉𝗄 = gx ∈ 𝔾1
Secret keys are given by 𝗌𝗄 = hx ∈ 𝔾2

Encrypt𝖬𝖾𝗌𝗌𝖺𝗀𝖾 ∈ 𝔾T y =
(c1, C2) = (gy, 𝖬𝖾𝗌𝗌𝖺𝗀𝖾 ⋅ e(𝗉𝗄, h)y)

random

Decrypt(c1, C2) 𝖬𝖾𝗌𝗌𝖺𝗀𝖾 = C2 ⋅ e(c1, 𝗌𝗄)−1

Assumption SXDH: 
Given ga, gb ∈ 𝔾1, cannot 

distinguish gab from random 



Random Oracle Model (ROM):

• Assumes that the output of a hash function is indistinguishable from random. 

• Unrealistic model of the world: can distinguish a random value from the output 
of a hash by computing the hash. 

• There are protocols that are secure in the ROM but not in the standard model. 

• We have only broken “contrived” constructions that are (correctly) proven 
secure in the ROM. 

𝖧𝖺𝗌𝗁 Random≈



Example: BLS Signatures

• Can build a bilinear alternative to Schnorr signatures. 

• Boneh-Lynn-Shacham signatures are secure in the random oracle 
model. 

• They receive lots of interest as they can be efficiency aggregated.



Example: BLS Signatures e : 𝔾1 × 𝔾2 ↦ 𝔾T

Public keys are given by 𝗉𝗄 = hx ∈ 𝔾2

There exists a “ROM hash” that maps messages to 
𝖧𝖺𝗌𝗁 : {0,1}λ ↦ 𝔾1

𝔾1

Signer(x, 𝖬𝖾𝗌𝗌𝖺𝗀𝖾) R = 𝖧𝖺𝗌𝗁(𝖬𝖾𝗌𝗌𝖺𝗀𝖾)
σ = Rx

Verifier(𝗉𝗄, 𝖬𝖾𝗌𝗌𝖺𝗀𝖾, σ)
e(σ, h) ? = ? e(R, 𝗉𝗄)
R = 𝖧𝖺𝗌𝗁(𝖬𝖾𝗌𝗌𝖺𝗀𝖾)

Security reasoning:  if R is random, then an adversary cannot 
compute a signature.



Example: Exercise - show that the verifier is satisfied.
Public keys are given by 𝗉𝗄 = hx ∈ 𝔾2

There exists a “ROM hash” that maps messages to 
𝖧𝖺𝗌𝗁 : {0,1}λ ↦ 𝔾1

𝔾1

Signer(x, 𝖬𝖾𝗌𝗌𝖺𝗀𝖾) R = 𝖧𝖺𝗌𝗁(𝖬𝖾𝗌𝗌𝖺𝗀𝖾)
σ = Rx

Verifier(𝗉𝗄, 𝖬𝖾𝗌𝗌𝖺𝗀𝖾, σ)
e(σ, h) ? = ? e(R, 𝗉𝗄)
R = 𝖧𝖺𝗌𝗁(𝖬𝖾𝗌𝗌𝖺𝗀𝖾)



Advise for reading research papers on ZKP - Quick Skim
• Most crypto papers are freely available on eprint.iacr.org.  There is 

no need to subscribe to expensive journals.  

• What does the paper claim is the main contribution?  This could be 
anything from a small efficiency improvement to a new model of 
security. 

• Is the main contribution of the paper something that is of interest to 
you?  If yes the paper might be worth more than a quick skim.  

• Does the paper improve over the state-of-the-art.  If they haven’t 
told you what the state-of-the-art is, the answer is probably not.



Advise for reading research papers on ZKP - Quick Skim

• What security assumptions is the paper using?  Are they standard?  
If they are not standard, are they well justified.  

• What are the efficiency asymptotics?  These will often be in a table.  

• What about concrete efficiency?  If the paper does not state the 
concrete efficiency, it’s probably a theoretical contribution that 
needs more work before implementation. 



Advise for reading research papers on ZKP - Quick Skim

Read the paper

Are there better 
written works that 

achieve similar 
contributions?

Read the better 
written work

Is the 
contribution 

worthy of your 
pain?

Give up

Read it and write 
resources for 
future victims

Are there good 
online resources?

Read the online 
resources

Is the paper 
well written?

Yes No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes



Knowledge of exponent (KoE) assumptions

• Assumes that adversaries can only compute structured value if they know the 
structure. 

• Non-falsifiable: cannot prove that an adversary doesn’t know something. 

• We have never broken anything that is (correctly) proven secure under KoE 
assumptions. 

𝖲𝖱𝖲 = g, gx ∈ 𝔾1, h, hx ∈ 𝔾2

Attacker𝖲𝖱𝖲 A ∈ 𝔾1, B ∈ 𝔾2
e(A, h) = e(g, B)

I know b0, b1 such that 
B = hb0+b1x



Example:  Powers-of-Tau Ceremony

• Constructing efficient SNARKs often requires a “trusted 
setup.” 

• ZCash designed a powers of tau ceremony for their 
SNARKs. 

• In powers of tau, you start with an empty reference string.  
Players update the reference string one-by-one. 

• If a single player in the ceremony is honest, the resulting 
scheme is secure.



Example: Proof of update for powers of tau

VerifierA, P ∈ 𝔾1, Y ∈ 𝔾2

e(A, Y ) = e(P, H)

Problem: Prove knowledge of x such that P = Ax

UpdateA ∈ 𝔾1
H ∈ 𝔾2 = 𝖧𝖺𝗌𝗁(A, P)
P = Ax

Y = Hx

H ∈ 𝔾2 = 𝖧𝖺𝗌𝗁(A, P)

Security reasoning:  if R is random and an adversary outputs 
P, Y, then by the KoE assumption they must know x.



Example: Exercise - show that the verifier is satisfied.

VerifierA, P ∈ 𝔾1, Y ∈ 𝔾2

e(A, Y ) = e(P, H)

Problem: Prove knowledge of x such that P = Ax

UpdateA ∈ 𝔾1
H ∈ 𝔾2 = 𝖧𝖺𝗌𝗁(A, P)
P = Ax

Y = Hx

H ∈ 𝔾2 = 𝖧𝖺𝗌𝗁(A, P)



Algebraic Group Model (AGM)

• Assumes that every reasonable knowledge of exponent assumption holds. 

• Non-falsifiable: cannot prove that an adversary doesn’t know something. 

• We have never broken anything that is (correctly) proven secure in the AGM. 

𝖲𝖱𝖲 = g, gx ∈ 𝔾1, h, hx ∈ 𝔾2

Attacker𝖲𝖱𝖲
A ∈ 𝔾1, B ∈ 𝔾2

e(A, h) = e(g, B)

I know b0, b1 such that 
B = hb0+b1x



Generic Group Model (GGM)

• Assumes that every reasonable knowledge of exponent assumption holds AND 
that an adversary can only perform group operations and pairings. 

• Unrealistic model of the world: the adversary might exploit the representation of 
the group e.g. index calculus attacks.  

• There are protocols that are secure in the GGM but not in the standard model. 

• We have only broken “contrived” constructions that are (correctly) proven 
secure in the GGM.

Security proofs 
are often very 

simple.

Easy method to 
find algebraic 

bugs in protocols.



Example: KZG Polynomial Commitment Scheme

• Kate-Zaverucha-Goldberg introduced a really fast polynomial commitment 
scheme. 

• Polynomial commitment schemes are useful for building universal SNARKs. 

• …more on universal SNARKs in a bit.  

• Proves that a committed polynomial has been evaluated correctly.



Example: KZG polynomial commitment

VerifierF, W, α, v

Commitf(X) =
q

∑
i=0

aiXi F = gf(x)

e(Fg−v, h) = e(W, hx−α)

Security reasoning:  a generic adversary that convinces the 
verifier knows f(X) such that 

𝖲𝖱𝖲 = g, gx, gx2, …, gxq ∈ 𝔾1, h, hx ∈ 𝔾2

Openf(X), α w(X) =
f(X) − f(α)

X − α
W = gw(x)

F = gf(x), v = f(α)



Example: Exercise - show that the verifier is satisfied.

VerifierF, W, α, v

Commitf(X) =
q

∑
i=0

aiXi F = gf(x)

e(Fg−v, h) = e(W, hx−α)

𝖲𝖱𝖲 = g, gx, gx2, …, gxq ∈ 𝔾1, h, hx ∈ 𝔾2

Openf(X), α w(X) =
f(X) − f(α)

X − α
W = gw(x)



Example: Security in the GGM.

VerifierF, W, α, v e(Fg−v, h) = e(W, hx−α)

𝖲𝖱𝖲 = g, gx, gx2, …, gxq ∈ 𝔾1, h, hx ∈ 𝔾2

Generic adversary outputs 
F, W, α, v F = gf(x), W = gw(x)

Adversary knows f(X), w(X)
such that

Verifier equation implies
f(X) − v = w(X)(X − α)

Evaluate at α :
f(α) − v = w(α)(α − α) = 0

f(α) = v



Setup Assumptions:

Transparent

Universal Updatable

Trusted
• Transparent setup is the 

best setup. 

• SNARKs from trusted 
setups are faster. 



Transparent Setup schemes from Bilinear Maps

• GS proofs: linear proofs and verifier, but no NP reduction.  

• LMR19 proofs: logarithmic proofs and linear verifier. 

• Groth11 polynomial commitment: cube-root proof size and cube-root verifier. 

• Our recent polynomial commitment: https://eprint.iacr.org/2019/1177 - 
logarithmic proof size, square-root verifier.  Same scheme is logarithmic with a 
trusted setup. 

Sample public 
randomness e.g. take a 

photo of the sky.  

Apply a “random” hash 
and set parameters as 

output of hash.  

https://eprint.iacr.org/2019/1177


Trusted Setup schemes from Bilinear Maps

• Groth16 SNARK: constant proof size (128 bytes), constant verifier (2 pairings). 

Multiple parties sample 
private randomness.

Parties jointly compute 
the public parameters.

One honest party implies 
scheme is secure.

Why Not to use Trusted Setup
• Inflexible: one setup per 

application. 
  

• Really inflexible: one bug 
and the whole thing is 
ruined. 

Why to use Trusted Setup
• Most efficient schemes. 

• Great for aggregation i.e. 
proofs of proofs, because 
no ROM hashing.



Common Misconception

• If there’s no trusted setup then there’s no implementation flaws. 

Implementation 
flaws are ALWAYS a 

risk factor.

Ideally build 
applications 

where attacks can 
be recognised 
and mitigated.



Universal Setup schemes from Bilinear Maps
• Sonic: constant proof size constant “helped” verifier. 

• Marlin/Plonk: constant proof size, constant verifier. 

Multiple parties sample 
private randomness.

Parties jointly compute 
the public parameters.

One honest party implies 
scheme is secure.

Why Not to use Universal Setup
• Not so great for aggregation. 

  
• Larger prover time. 

Why to use Universal Setup
• Still good efficiency.  

• Flexible: can use across 
multiple applications. 

• Flexible: can fix bugs 
(except in the setup).

Same setup 
can be used across 

different 
applications.



SNARK Format

Public Input

Inner Product

Linear Checks
Linear relations hold 
between public and 
private inputs of the 

SNARK 

Prover and verifier agree 
on the public inputs of 

the SNARK 

Quadratic relations hold 
between public and 
private inputs of the 

SNARK 



SNARK Format

Public Input

Inner Product

Linear Checks

Quadratic relations hold 
between public and 
private inputs of the 

SNARK 

ai ⋅ bi − ci = 0
For all i,



Example: Sonic Inner Product check

ai ⋅ bi − ci = 0For all i,

∑
i

aiXiYiSet a(X, Y ) =

∑
i

bjX−jSet b(X) =

Inner Product

∑
i

ciYiSet c(Y ) =

a(X, Y ) × b(X) − c(Y ) =

∑
i,j

(aibjXi−j − ci)Yi

Insert inputs as 
coefficients of bivariate 

polynomials. 

Multiply polynomials. Multiplied polynomials 
have no X0 zero 

coefficient. 

∑
i=j

(aibiX0 − ci)Yi

At i = j



Example: Sonic Inner Product check

ai ⋅ bi − ci = 0For all i,Inner Product

𝖲𝖱𝖲 = g, {gxi, gxiy,}q
i=1 ∈ 𝔾1, h, hx, hy, hxy ∈ 𝔾2

SRS does not 
include 

 gy

Multiplied 
polynomials have 

no X0 zero 
coefficient.

∑
i=j

(aibiX0 − ci)Yi



Example: Sonic Inner Product check

ai ⋅ bi − ci = 0For all i,Inner Product

Commitf(X) =
q

∑
i=0

aiXi F = gf(x)y

𝖲𝖱𝖲 = g, {gxi, gxiy,}q
i=1 ∈ 𝔾1, h, hx, hy, hxy ∈ 𝔾2

SRS does not 
include 

 gy

Committer cannot 
commit to 

polynomials with 
X0 coefficients

Multiplied 
polynomials have 

no X0 zero 
coefficient.

∑
i=j

(aibiX0 − ci)Yi



ai ⋅ bi − ci = 0For all i,Inner Product

VerifierF, W, α, v

Commitf(X) =
q

∑
i=0

aiXi F = gf(x)y

e(F, h)e(g−v, hy) = e(W, h(x−α)y)

Openf(X), α w(X) =
f(X) − f(α)

X − α
W = gw(x)

𝖲𝖱𝖲 = g, {gxi, gxiy,}q
i=1 ∈ 𝔾1, h, hx, hy, hxy ∈ 𝔾2

KZG verifier edited for new commitment. 

Example: Sonic Inner Product check
Multiplied 

polynomials have 
no X0 zero 
coefficient.

∑
i=j

(aibiX0 − ci)Yi



ai ⋅ bi − ci = 0For all i,Inner Product

Multiplied 
polynomials have 

no X0 zero 
coefficient.

∑
i=j

(aibiX0 − ci)Yi

VerifierF, W, α, v

Commitf(X) =
q

∑
i=0

aiXi F = gf(x)y

e(F, h)e(g−v, hy) = e(W, h(x−α)y)

Openf(X), α w(X) =
f(X) − f(α)

X − α
W = gw(x)

𝖲𝖱𝖲 = g, {gxi, gxiy,}q
i=1 ∈ 𝔾1, h, hx, hy, hxy ∈ 𝔾2

KZG verifier edited for new commitment. 

Example: Exercise - show security in the GGM.



Advise for reading research papers on ZKP - Long read

• Expect it to take a long time - especially if you are not an expert in 
the area.  Non-experts should expect to spend weeks on each 
paper.  

• Keep the bigger picture in mind.  If each paper is going to take you 
weeks to read, you want to at least understand why you’re reading 
it. 

• Print the paper out.  Write on it.  Highlight important areas/ areas 
you still need to understand.  Write in the margins.  Have spare 
paper for your working out.



Advise for reading research papers on ZKP - Long read

• Get familiar with roots of unity, FFT’s and interpolation, because this 
comes up a lot. 

• Learn what we mean by NP, instance, witness, language, relation.  

• Learn what we mean by security parameter, negligible, 
overwhelming, probabilistic polynomial time, adversary/ algorithm.  

• Look at a textbook (e.g. Katz and Lindell, Introduction to 
Cryptography) to get a feel for how we write definitions.  Before you 
have done this, it might be worth skipping the definitions. 



Advise for reading research papers on ZKP - Long read

• Don’t get intimidated.  This isn’t school.  There is no test, let alone a 
right answer.  It’s okay to not understand everything.  

• Look for other sources.  Are there papers in the related work that 
would be helpful?  Have the authors given a talk?  

• Don’t feel obliged to read it in order.  Good writers expect readers to 
skip sections and will try and keep each section as self contained as 
possible. 

• Even understanding a single technique from a paper is a good level 
of progress.



Advise for reading research papers on ZKP - Long read

• How is the paper representing the constraints system?  Does the 
constraint system cover NP or only specific languages?   

• There will be input constraints, linear constraints, and quadratic 
constraints.  How are these covered?  

• Are there any limitations on the memory i.e. the number of inputs 
into a linear constraint.  If yes, would it be a problem for your 
application? 



Advise for reading research papers on ZKP - Long read

• Where is the protocol specified?  What does the verifier look like?  
Can you write the verifier in notation you personally prefer?  

• Is the protocol correct?  Checking that the honest prover convinces 
the honest verifier is a great way to understand the protocol.  

• Is the protocol sound?  Ignore the authors proof, and prove it 
yourself in the generic group model.   



Thank-you for your time.


